Abstract-We consider the downlink of a cellular network supporting data traffic in which each user is equipped with the same type of IEEE 802.11-like WLAN or WPAN interface used to relay packets to further users. We are interested in the design guidelines for such networks and how much capacity improvements the additional relay layer can bring. A first objective is to provide a scheduling/relay strategy that maximizes the network capacity. Using theoretical analysis, numerical evaluation, and simulations, we find that when the number of active users is large, the capacity-achieving strategy divides the cell into two areas: one closer to the base station where the relay layer is always saturated and some nodes receive traffic through both direct and relay links, and the farther one where the relay is never saturated and the direct traffic is almost nonexistent. We also show that it is approximately optimal to use fixed relay link lengths, and we derive this length. We show that the obtained capacity is independent of the cell size (unlike in traditional cellular networks). Based on our findings, we propose simple decentralized routing and scheduling protocols. We show that in a fully saturated network our optimized protocol substantially improves performance over the protocols that use naive relay-only or direct-only policies.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Cellular Networks With Relays
W
IRELESS cellular networks operate on expensive licensed frequencies, and their bandwidth is a scarce resource limited by regulations. Recently, there has been a lot of interest in increasing the capacity of cellular networks using an additional wireless physical layer that operates on an unlicensed frequency band. New generations of mobile devices are already equipped with wireless local area network (WLAN) or wireless personal area network (WPAN) interfaces, and the question that arises is whether one can use the available relay structure to improve the service of cellular networks.
In this paper, we consider such a scenario and assume that mobile nodes and the base station (BS) are equipped with an additional relay adapter. The BS can communicate with a mobile node using a direct link (transmission over the cellular, highpower, expensive frequency) or relaying over one or several mobile nodes using relay links (over the unlicensed low-power A. Proutiere is with KTH, Stockholm 114 27, Sweden (e-mail: alexandre. proutiere@ee.kth.se).
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TNET.2012.2198072 frequency). A direct and a relay link use different frequencies, hence they can be used simultaneously by a node. A typical relay technology we have in mind is IEEE 802.11 WLAN. The physical layer of 802.11 allows a source and a destination to adapt their communication rate. A source selects an appropriate rate to transmit a packet depending on the link quality and the level of interference at the receiver. If the link quality degrades during the packet transmission, the packet is lost and has to be retransmitted. In order to guarantee some link quality, 802.11 MAC introduces the RTS/CTS mechanism that prevents nodes in the neighborhood from interfering with an ongoing transmission. The size of this exclusion area depends on the transmission power of RTS and CTS signaling packets. Many of the existing WLAN and WPAN technologies (e.g., 802.11, 802.15.4) are based on the design principles described above. In this paper, we shall consider technologies using these principles. Furthermore, we assume all nodes possess the same type of relay interface.
In this paper, we consider downlink data traffic only (uplink traffic requires a different analysis; see, e.g., [1] ). The downlink traffic has to be carried from the BS to the users, either using direct transmissions from the BS or relays capabilities. The key component of the system is then the resource allocation strategy, which consists of a scheduling scheme sharing the BS resources and a routing/scheduling scheme to exploit relay capabilities. Our goal is to design optimal scheduling and relay strategies.
B. Related Work
Augmenting a cellular network with relays is not a novel concept. Some of the first papers that proposed this kind of architecture are [2] - [4] . In [2] , the authors suppose that mobile nodes cannot relay and introduce dedicated relays that use unlicensed frequencies in order to improve the capacity. In [3] , the authors assume mobile nodes themselves dispose of WLAN interfaces, and they provide a routing protocol that finds and maintains relay routes. In [4] and [5] , small networks with 1-hop relays are considered.
Scheduling algorithms for relay networks are discussed in [6] and [7] . In [6] , the authors discuss several simple scheduling schemes. More advanced scheduling techniques are considered in [7] . There, as opposed to the other related work, it is supposed that the BS and the relays use the same frequency band. Consequently, the BS transmits only to the nearest nodes, and the others receive relay traffic only. Relaying for uplink traffic is considered in [1] , which discusses a similar routing problem.
What is common for all the proposed relay protocols is that none of them is based on the objective to maximize a certain network-wide performance criterion. Instead, they are based on a simple local heuristic that considers relaying only for those nodes whose direct communication with the BS is of very low quality. That way, one node will never receive traffic from both relay and direct links. Typically, closer nodes will receive traffic only directly, and distant nodes only over relay links.
A large number of papers analyze the optimal resource allocation schemes for multihop wireless networks (e.g., [8] - [11] ). The underlying optimization problem has exponential complexity, and the results cannot be directly used for implementation purposes. A cellular network with relays can be regarded as a special case of a multihop wireless network. We use its specific structure to simplify some of the proposed models and algorithms for multihop networks.
C. Contributions
In this paper, we wish to propose resource allocation strategies that combine high efficiency and manageable complexity. Specifically, we characterize resource allocation strategies that maximize the network capacity defined as a weighted total throughput of a cell-refer to Section II-B for a precise definition. We formulate this problem as an optimization problem.
The optimization problem is difficult to solve in general. We first focus on a one-dimensional problem. We find an upper bound on the optimal solution of the one-dimensional problem (Section III-B), with several simplifying assumptions (fixed link lengths, no fading, large number of users). We show that this upper bound corresponds to the optimal strategy when the traffic is equally spread across the cell.
We next turn to a two-dimensional case, and we consider the same simplifying assumptions as previously (fixed link lengths, no fading, large number of users). With an additional approximation on the scheduling constraints (Section III-D), we are able to find an upper bound on the optimal solution of the problem in a 2-D scenario.
From the above optimization problem and the structure of the solutions, we obtain two important protocol design insights.
• We show that the upper bound on the capacity remains constant, independent of the cell size, which is in contrast with cellular networks with no relay where the capacity decreases exponentially.
• The optimal scheduling (MaxRelay, illustrated in Fig. 1 ) divides a cell into two regions. The first region, around the BS, is such that the relay channel is fully saturated. Nodes in this region may receive traffic both from relays and directly from the BS, which contrasts with previously proposed relay protocols [3] - [5] , [7] . In the other region, the relay channel is never saturated, and there is no direct traffic to users. Inspired by the key characteristics of the optimal resource sharing strategy obtained in the simplified scenario, we design simple decentralized scheduling and routing schemes that perform very well in more realistic network conditions (channels with fading, finite number of nodes). We first verify numerically that it is indeed almost optimal in the one-dimensional problem to use links of fixed length, and we conjecture that this fixed link length corresponds to the one that maximizes transport capacity (Section III-C), both in the 1-D and the 2-D cases. We use these finding to build a routing algorithm.
Although our scheduling and routing schemes are in no way optimal, we show that in a uniformly loaded, saturated network they offer a significant improvement in terms of capacity as compared to the conventional direct transmissions and to a naive relay-only case when the direct traffic is scheduled only to the nodes nearest to the BS (this mimics [7] for two frequencies). This improvement is even larger when a low-rate WPAN is used instead of WLAN as a relay network.
D. Organization of the Paper
In Section II, we precisely define the modeling assumptions and the performance objectives. In Section III, we characterize the resource allocation schemes maximizing the capacity of networks with relays under several simplifying assumptions (ideal scheduling, no fading, large number of nodes). We first analyze 1-D networks with fixed relay link lengths in Section III-B, we extend the analysis to the case of variable relay link lengths in Section III-C, and in Section III-D we present a heuristic to generalize our findings to 2-D networks. We propose a decentralized routing and scheduling protocol in Section IV, and we evaluate its performance in Section V.
II. MODELS AND OBJECTIVES
We consider the downlink of a single cell whose transmission resources (power and bandwidth) are shared by a fixed population of data flows. Each flow is characterized by the position of the corresponding user. Denote by the set of locations in the cell, and by the set of locations of users with active flows. Without loss of generality, we assume no two users are at the exactly same location. We will consider both 1-D linear or 2-D cells.
A. Radio Resources
We next describe the two types of radio resources that can be used to serve the various data flows (recall that they use different frequencies and can be used simultaneously).
1) Direct Transmissions From the BS:
We assume that the BS transmits at full power and serves only one user at a time. The service rate of a user at location if scheduled by the BS is denoted by . This rate is a function of the SINR at the receiver and can be well-approximated by Shannon formula (1) where is the distance from location to the BS, is the BS's transmission power, is the attenuation exponent, and is the white noise power. This assumption is quite realistic (up to a multiplicative factor) for example in the case of CDMA 1Ev-Do or UMTS/HSDPA systems. We assume there is a direct uplink channel, used for signaling (scheduling, acknowledgments, etc.). In order to simplify the exposition, we will denote with the time needed to send a unit of data to location .
2) Relay Capabilities: The relay channel considered is based on the design principles of 802.11 MAC/PHY (nevertheless, our model is valid for most of other WLAN and WPAN physical layers that are designed on the same principles). It supports variable transmission rates. If a signal, coded for a given rate, is received at a signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) below the corresponding threshold, the packet is lost. In order to control the interference at the receivers, we use the idea of the RTS/CTS signaling. A node willing to transmit a packet first sends an RTS message, the receiver answers by sending a CTS message. This procedure ensures that no other node will start transmitting in an area around the transmitter and the receiver. For simplicity, we assume that this area consists of all positions at a distance less than from the transmitter or the receiver. We denote by the set of links that are disabled by the RTS/CTS procedure 1 initiated by the transmitter and the receiver of link .
We assume that relay nodes transmit at full power (denoted by ). is assumed to be identical for all nodes. The choice of full power has been extensively justified in the literature on rate-adaptive, multihop networks; see, e.g., [12] - [14] .
For a given link, we need to choose coding rate as a function of link length . Packet retransmissions are expensive, and it is important to choose a sufficiently low rate to avoid packet errors. We will choose (2) where is a margin factor guaranteeing low packet error rate. This factor is an approximation that quantifies the maximum interference generated by other active relay nodes such that the packet error rate on the link considered remains negligible. We assume it is predefined by a given WLAN's rate adaptation protocol (e.g., ).
B. Performance Objectives
The users perceive performance through the long-term rate at which their flow is served. In the following, we denote by the long-term rate of a flow whose corresponding user is located at
. We define the cell capacity or throughput by . The goal of the network operator is typically to maximize the revenue of its network [15] . With the revenue in mind, the operator assigns different priority to users at different locations to strike the right balance between the total traffic transmitted and the perceived network quality for users at different locations (fairness). We assume each user is guaranteed a fraction of throughput that is a function of its distance to the base station. Function is defined by the operator. This is along the lines of HDR design [16] , which assigns different weights to users with different data rates (and the data rate is proportional to the distance from the base station).
We target an allocation of resources maximizing the total throughput, such that each user at distance at is guaranteed a fraction of total throughput. In other words, we want to solve s.t.
The solution of the above optimization problem is referred to as the capacity of the system. Playing with the throughput fractions allows to tune the tradeoff between fairness and efficiency. For example, uniform ( for all ) corresponds to max-min fairness, whereas having leads to more efficient but less fair strategy. We will also make the following assumption on throughout the paper.
Assumption 1: Function is nonincreasing in .
This assumption means that we provision less traffic for distant nodes, as serving them costs more, which is perfectly reasonable in a uniformly loaded cellular system (cf. [16] ).
III. OPTIMAL RESOURCES ALLOCATIONS
Identifying an optimal resource allocation proves extremely difficult in general and we start by introducing a set of simplifying assumptions.
Assumption 2: We assume a fluid queuing model. Also, we assume that the cell is uniformly and heavily loaded: There is a receiver/relay in each small square of size . Each receiver has an unlimited download demand, and it is being served with a rate
. We further assume that is sufficiently small that we can approximate our model with the continuous model.
In practice, we can assume that is sufficiently small when the data rates and are do not vary significantly for , for all values of interest. A nonuniform traffic can be modeled through the function . The optimal allocation obtained from the simplified model, using Assumption 2, gives us an upper bound on the capacity. As illustrated later in Section IV, it also provides important insights on how to design optimal resource sharing strategies in real systems (accounting for fading, stochastic queuing dynamics, and cells with a finite number of relays).
A. Scheduling and Relay Policies
We now provide a model to describe how radio resources can be shared by active users.
1) Scheduling BS Resources:
The BS shares its power in time between active users. We denote by the proportion of time the BS serves a user at position . For example, in the Proportional Fair Scheduler of the CDMA 1Ev-DO standard, is inversely proportional to the feasible rate at position , . A feasible scheduling policy is such that (3) 2) Relay Policies: In the following, we denote by a set of possible relay links (those whose rate is larger than some minimum). To describe a relay policy, we first define the notion of transmission profile. A profile is a set of simultaneously active relay links:
. Profile is feasible if and only if the distance between any pair of nodes (either , , or for all ) is greater than (recall that is the size of RTS/CTS region, defined in Section II). Denote by the set of all possible profiles. A relay policy consists of activating the links from profile for transmission a proportion of time . The relay constraint then reads (4) A simple example of profile in a 1-D cell is a set of equidistant links , where is the link length and is the minimal distance between interfering links. Unfortunately, the number of possible profiles explodes when the number of active users grows, and it then becomes difficult to identify optimal relay policies. Instead, in our theoretical analysis we will use the notion of cliques; see, e.g., [9] and [17] .
Definition 1: A clique is a maximal set of links such that two links from this set are not allowed to transmit simultaneously. Here, maximal means that a link can not be added to a clique without breaking the previous property.
Denote a clique by and the set of all cliques by . Let be the proportion of time node sends relay traffic for node , As demonstrated in [9] , any feasible relay policy [e.g., policy that satisfies (4)] has to satisfy the following set of constraints:
We will first derive an optimal relay policy satisfying constraints (5). We will then prove that this optimal policy corresponds to an actual policy, i.e., that it also satisfies constraints (4).
Let us define to be the rate of traffic directly sent from the BS to the user at position , and to be the rate of traffic sent from the user at position to the user at position . Finally, denote by the rate at which a user at position is served. Then, a feasible scheduling/relay policy has to satisfy the following flow conservation constraint: (6) To summarize characterizing the resource sharing strategy maximizing the weighted system throughput is equivalent to solving the following linear program:
(10)
over (13) When one considers the relay constraints based on the notion of cliques, the above program is modified replacing constraint (9) by (5), and writing in (12) . As stated in Assumption 2, in this section we consider heavily loaded cells, and we can replace by in (7).
3) Existing Scheduling and Relay Policies:
We will compare our proposed strategies to two other existing strategies. The first reference strategy is the direct policy for which no relaying is allowed [18] ( for all ). The second one is the relay-only policy (which we shall call shortly relay policy), mimicking policy from [7] . It assumes that only the nodes that do not have any relay in their neighborhood are directly served by the BS ( if there exists ). In the rest of the section, we derive the optimal resource sharing strategy in various scenarios. We first consider the case of the linear, one-dimensional cell where users are located in , and where the BS is located at 0, with fixed and variable link sizes (Sections III-B and III-C, respectively). Later, we will extend the analysis to two-dimensional cells (Section III-D). Notations are summarized in Table I .
B. 1-D Cell With Fixed Relay-Link Sizes
Consider first the case where the distances between sources and destinations of relay links are fixed and all equal to . The rate of these links is (recall that there are users everywhere). In Section III-C, we will show that relay strategies with fixed, but well-chosen, relay link size are almost optimal. We also assume that users at distance from the BS may receive relay traffic from the BS 2 (thus, close to the BS, the relay link sizes can be smaller than ). The constraint limiting the BS transmissions is given by (14) Here, the cliques are easy to identify: For all , the set of links is a clique, and there are no other cliques in the system. 3 Intuitively, is a clique because adding a link to the left or to the right would not interfere with all the links from . Hence, the constraints relative to the cliques are given by (15) where 4 . The flow conservation constraints are (16) 2 It is reasonable to assume that the BS can also use a (cheap) relay interface for transmission (the results can easily be generalized to the case when this is not true. 3 A proof of this statement in a more general form is given in Lemma 1. and (right) . The achieved goodput density is kbps/m. Solid vertical line denotes . Average relay traffic is averaged over each clique , and it is saturated for . Periodic peaks of direct traffic correspond to the periodic increase in relay traffic and it occurs at every m, as predicted by MaxRelay scheme (19) .
To simplify the notation, we define for all and . We now define a scheduling/relay scheme that will be shown to solve (7) . The idea of this scheme is that the weighted cell throughput is strongly limited by users at the cell boundaries, and hence these users should be served by relays only. Formally this scheme is defined as follows.
MaxRelay Scheme: Assume that the cell capacity is known, and define by (17) where . Variable may be interpreted as the proportion of time the user at location should receive relay traffic (from relay the user located at ) destined for itself and all its downstream relay users at locations , (as if there were no direct traffic). The MaxRelay scheme is defined by
Intuitively, (18) means that the relay traffic is carried forward for , and (19) corresponds to (16) for a saturated node. See Fig. 1 for illustration. To complete the definition, the scheme should be such that it uses all the resources of the BS (20) To prove the optimality of this scheme, we make the following assumption.
Assumption 3: Function is increasing in .
It can be verified by simple calculations of that the assumption on is exact when the distance to the BS is not too small (say less than 100 m under usual radio propagation models); the MaxRelay scheme proves to be almost optimal even in absence of this assumption.
Theorem 1: Under Assumptions 1-3, and assuming fixed size relay link of size , the MaxRelay scheme gives an upper bound on the solution of (7). Moreover, the bound is tight if for all . Proof: Denote by the cell throughput compatible with constraints (14)- (16) . It is straightforward to prove that the schedules and achieving this maximum are such that the constraints (14) and (16) Assume first that we know the optimal relay scheme for all . Then, consider the following linear program:
for If the solution of LP2 satisfies the constraints of LP1, then it will also be the solution of LP1. Denote by the Lagrange multiplier associated with the first constraint, for . We now identify the term in front of in the Langrangian of LP2, (we write ). This term must be null when is the solution of LP2. Since the function is increasing in , we deduce that . From KKT optimality conditions, we conclude that for all , , which further implies that for all . The obtained solution satisfies constraints of LP1 (due to the assumption that ), so it must be the solution of LP1. Hence, we have proved that LP1 is equivalent to the following linear program:
Now, one can easily verify that the solution of LP3 satisfies for all . Finally, we need to show that the MaxRelay scheme can actually be realized for since constraints relative to the cliques provide an upper bound on the feasible rate region. However, it is easy to see that a simple symmetric schedule, where nodes far apart are scheduled at the same time (see the example in Section III-B.1) can implement the MaxRelay scheme, which concludes the proof.
We illustrate the MaxRelay scheme in Fig. 1 . Immediately, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1: In the MaxRelay policy, there exist two regions. The first one is for , and in this region the relay PHY is fully saturated (all cliques are saturated for , that is ), and some nodes in the region receive both direct and relay traffic. The second region is beyond . For the relay PHY is never saturated (no clique is saturated for , that is ), and there is no need for direct traffic as it is expensive. This is true regardless of the spatial throughput fraction , although does influence the values of and . Note finally that the cell capacity is jointly defined with the MaxRelay scheme. It can be easily computed solving (17)- (20) .
C. 1-D Cell With Variable Relay Link Lengths and Rates
Next, we relax the restriction on fixed link lengths. We allow each node to relay over multiple nodes, and we assume that the rate of each relay link depends on its length, as explained in Section III-B.2. Our goal is to derive the optimal scheduling strategy and, in particular, the optimal relay routing strategy.
We will proceed as in Section III-B. First, we will identify a region in which all cliques are saturated and show that in the remaining area no cliques are saturated. Then, we will show that a relay routing using links of a certain fixed length is close to optimal. We will also specify this optimal length.
We cannot theoretically prove the results in this section due to the high complexity of the problem. Instead, we demonstrate them using numerical simulations. We calculate the optimal solution by solving the discrete version of linear program (7)- (13) for 200 equidistant nodes and for different values of network radius , the exclusion area radius and throughput fraction . We then compare this optimal result with our proposed heuristic (see Fig. 2 ) and verify the results presented in this section.
Before presenting the results, we first need to describe the cliques in the variable link length setting. Let us denote with the maximum allowed relay link length. The first part of the conjecture has been verified by simulations. One example is depicted in Fig. 2(a) . The second part of the conjecture follows immediately. Consider nodes . Both nodes do not belong to any saturated clique. Hence, if , we can redirect some of the direct traffic to instead, and forward it from to using relay, since it is not saturated. That way, we gain some of the BS transmission time, which contradicts with optimality.
Conjecture 2: Consider the model under Assumptions 1-3. Let , where is the transport capacity of a link of length , as defined in [19] ( always exists because of the way is chosen). It is approximately optimal for all to use as a relay node . The optimal relay link length for all is thus and is independent of the location of node .
Again, this conjecture is based on a heuristic verified by simulations. Although we were not able to formally prove it, we provide some intuitive explanations to justify it.
Using a similar transformation as in LP1, we can rewrite the optimization problem (7)- (13) as (24) s.t.
(25)
(27)
Due to the complex constraints, it is not easy to guess what the solution of this problem is. However, we can see that the weight associated to link in objective function (24) is , and we shall "prefer" links with higher weight.
Let be the relay node with the highest weight with respect to node . When , we have , and we have . However, even when is of the same order as , we verify numerically that . One can interpret the weight as a ratio of time gained on transmitting one bit using the direct link to instead of transmitting it to , over the time needed to relay one bit from to . Furthermore, our approximation says that one needs to maximize , which is the rate times the distance. As already mentioned, this is exactly the transport capacity as defined in [19] , although in [19] it occurs in a different framework (here, it is a result of a performance ratio between the two physical layers).
Finally, we verify our heuristic numerically. We solve problem LP4 using linear programming, and we compare the optimal routing with our routing heuristic. The results are illustrated in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2(b) , we see that for the optimal routing corresponds well to our heuristic. For , the optimal link lengths become shorter. This is because the clique is the last saturated clique, as explained in Proposition 1. Hence, for every , it is sufficient to relay data to some node that does not belong to any saturated clique, which is any node . Therefore, link lengths for these nodes tend to be smaller than . Finally, for , relay PHY is not saturated any more, hence many routing strategies are possible (including fixed link lengths ). We next show that despite of these discrepancies, fixed-length routing with the optimal has a comparable performance to the optimal routing. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(c) , where we compare the achieved traffic density of the optimal routing (found by solving LP4) and the routing with fixed link lengths for different cell radii . We see that the error is less than 10%. Furthermore, we verified numerically that the same results hold for different traffic density functions . We verify them for typical parameters for WLAN and WPAN physical layers (numerical details are given in Section V). Finally, the constraints in linear program LP4 are formed using cliques that represent an upper bound on the actual performance. On the contrary, the performance of fixed-length routing is exact, as explained in Section III-B.
D. 2-D Networks
Finally, we consider the case where the cell is a disk of radius . Again, we first restrict the analysis to the case of fixed relay link sizes, and we discuss variable link length case at the end of the section. As in 1-D case, we assume a very large number of users, and each user can count on finding a relay in any direction at any distance within the cell's area.
Even with the assumption of fixed link length, deriving the cell capacity is extremely difficult (for example, it proves difficult even to identify cliques). We simplify the problem by the following approximation: We assume only links whose link destinations are on circles of radii may be active at the same time. We next count the maximum number of links that can be simultaneously activated on the circle of radius . The idea behind the approximation is to map each circle to a node in the 1-D case and to calculate the capacity using the results from Section III-B.
When is large enough, can be well approximated by where the angle is characterized by . We can show that this approximation is tight when (for , using the approximation we can have three simultaneous relay links with receivers at distance from the BS). Now when , one can easily prove that if there is one active relay link with receiver at distance from the BS, one may add two relay links with receivers at distance from the BS, where . All this is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
It is then reasonable to consider the following approximation for : Fig. 3 . Illustration of the schedule: The white circle denotes nodes where we activate one link at a time, and the shaded circle denotes nodes from which we activate two more links, in addition to a link being activated in the inner white circle [as defined in (29)].
It is important to include the two additional activations of nodes in order to densify the schedule around the base station, as this is the most congested area in the relay traffic. Note that in order to make things tractable, we make the additional approximation that the two additional activations of nodes on circle are associated with and not with . Now assume that is defined so that may be interpreted as the proportion of time the BS is serving all users on the ring between distances and . Similarly, define so that represents the proportion of time users located on the ring between distances and from the BS simultaneously receive relay traffic. Note that during this time, the BS serves users. Finally, define the throughput fraction so that is the proportion of traffic received by nodes at distances between and (note that it does not imply that the throughput fraction is circular symmetric).
Given the above assumptions, we can find the cell capacity by solving the following maximization problem [instead of (7)- (13) The proof of the theorem is analogous to that of Theorem 1. Consequently, we see that the Corollary 1 holds in 2-D case as well.
Finally, we discuss the variable link length case. Since our problem has circular a symmetric structure, we can assume that all nodes on a circle will use links of identical length. Again, we can construct a similar mapping as in the previous case to map the 2-D case to the 1-D case. Repeating the same type of analysis as in Section III-C, we can verify that the choice of the fixed link length maximizing the transport capacity is approximately optimal in this case as well.
This result also provides an intuitive justification why we can assume independent of . Since a region between has a fully saturated relay traffic, it is likely to expect that the same and will be optimal throughout this saturated region. Formal verification of this assumption is left for future work.
IV. ROUTING AND SCHEDULING PROTOCOLS
In this section, we propose a routing and scheduling algorithms that are derived as heuristics from the results of previous sections and related works (e.g., [7] and [11] ). These algorithms exploit the benefits that were analyzed in the previous sections, and they are simple and can be implemented in a distributed manner.
As discussed in Section III-B, an optimal scheduler maximizes the weighted system throughput subject to constraints (3)- (6) . A way to solve this problem is to implement back-pressure algorithms [11] . However, these algorithms have a high complexity since the number of possible links (relay source-destination pairs) is high.
In order to reduce the complexity, we divide the problem into a routing and a scheduling subproblem. The routing subproblem chooses which relay links shall be used, and the scheduling subproblem solves the above optimization problem constrained on previously selected routes.
A. Routing Subproblem
The routing algorithm is based on the results of Section III-C, and it is described in Fig. 4(a) . Denote by the set of nodes already connected, by the set of nodes to be connected, and by the set of chosen links. The next node we connect is chosen so as to maximize the function to any of the already connected nodes , where is the average rate of link over a longer period of time. The candidate source is labeled . If , where is the maximum allowed relay link size, it means that node does not receive relay traffic. Nevertheless, it is put in as other nodes may connect to it. The routing tree is finally defined by upon the completion of the above algorithm. The algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4(b) . It can easily be implemented in a distributed manner. Link weights are based on the average link quality (as it is usually the case), rather than on the instantaneous link rates to avoid frequent route oscillations. The variability of the link quality is handled by the scheduling algorithm. are the connected nodes, remain to be connected, and are established links. (b) Optimal scheduling and routing scheme for an example of a random topology. We consider 2-D cell of radius of 0.5 km. We assume everywhere. The lines represent the relay traffic (the bolder the line is, the higher the traffic). The circles represent the direct traffic, and the radii correspond to the intensities. The traffic to the disconnected subtrees has to be supplied directly. Also, some of the direct traffic is needed to the areas where the relay interface is congested.
B. Scheduling Subproblem
Once the routing algorithm provides us with the set of optimal links , we use a decentralized scheduling algorithm based on the back-pressure principle (as in [7] and [11] ), restricted on the set of links . We assume that the time is slotted. Let be the number of packets queued at node for node in slot . Node represents the BS. The scheduling algorithm shares the resources of the BS and of the relay nodes. In each slot , the BS sends a packet to the destination that maximizes To share the relay resources, we use a simple greedy scheduler that belongs to a class of maximal scheduling algorithms [20] . The transmission profile used at a given slot is built iteratively. We start with the following two sets of links . At step , we first identify a link such that and then we let and , where is the set of links that interfere with (including ). We repeat the process until is empty set, say for example at step . The transmission profile to be used is finally .
C. Discussion
Our algorithm is similar in spirit to the scheduling algorithm in [7] . It is simpler and suboptimal and can easily be implemented in a distributed manner (e.g., each node sets a back-off timer proportional to the ; see, for example, [21] ). One could envisage more sophisticated scheduling algorithms; we leave the design and analysis of such algorithms for the future work. Also, note that both the relay and the BS scheduling algorithms are opportunistic in the sense that they exploit the information about the quality of channels.
The major benefit of separating the routing from the scheduling subproblem is that the set of candidate links in the scheduling subproblem is significantly reduced. The number of links given by the routing protocol is (instead of without routing constraints), and the scheduling protocol converges much faster.
Note that the algorithm proposed in this section is by no means the optimal algorithm for any distribution of users and traffic. In particular, the route construction is oblivious to the traffic demand, as it is assumed that the cell is saturated (hence users demanding traffic are everywhere). The algorithm is an illustration of how we can use the findings from Section III to simplify the protocol design and reduce the complexity. As we show in Section V, even such a simple algorithm improves the performance of a saturated cell, as opposed to the conventional direct-only and relay-only approaches. Design of a more robust algorithm is left for future work.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the capacity of a single-cell network with relays, using the optimal policy derived in the previous sections, and we compare its performance with the direct and relay policies (defined in Section III-B.3).
We consider two cases of relay networks. One is WLAN relay, and we take typical 802.11 parameters (transmission power 100 mW, maximum rate 54 Mb/s). The other one is WPAN relay, and we take next-generation 804.15.4a parameters (transmission power 1 mW, maximum rate 27 Mb/s). We assume the BS transmits at 20 W and its maximal rate is 10 Mb/s.
We first look at the optimal resource allocation, as given in Section III-D. This leads to an upper bound of the capacity that would be achieved in a system with no fading, a large number of nodes, and that operates a perfect scheduling protocol. Note that it coincides with the one from [18] when only direct traffic is used. In Fig. 5(a) , we see that the capacity with the direct policy decreases exponentially (as explained in [18] ), whereas it stays constant with the optimal and relay policies. Due to high complexity of stochastic simulations presented below, we . (c) Average density of queued packets at nodes at a given distance from the base station, for . We divide the -axis into bins of 20 m (disjoint rings) and average over all nodes that fall into the bins. In (a) and (b), the Disconnected traffic is the total traffic using a direct link to the nodes that cannot use relays since they are disconnected. Vertical solid line represents the approximate . Vertical dotted line represents the peaks of the direct traffic that approximately correspond to the lows of the relay traffic.
cannot verify the scaling result using our distributed protocols. Nevertheless, this suggests that relaying can bring significant performance improvements to a cellular network, provided an efficient relay protocol.
Next, we analyze the performance of the distributed routing and scheduling algorithm presented in Section IV. To that end, we implement a discrete event simulator that executes the algorithm. We draw a random network of a given radius and of a node density of 250 nodes per square kilometer. We supply a random traffic to each node in proportion to . In order to keep the network stable, we stop injecting any traffic whenever any of the queues reaches over a threshold. We run the algorithm until the average normalized goodput to all the nodes approaches the same value . We assume that fading on both direct and relay links is Rayleigh. We implement the direct policy using back-pressure [11] , and we implement the relay-only policy using our routing and scheduling algorithm and disabling all direct links (this mimics [7] , where only one frequency is available).
The densities of the direct and the relay traffic for a uniform and nonuniform are shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b). Distance is denoted with a solid vertical line. We see that the ratio of the two traffics is very close to the prediction given in Fig. 1 . For the distances smaller than , the direct traffic is primarily used to reinforce the relay traffic. Vertical dotted lines denote the locations where the maximum of the direct traffic correlates with a drop in relay traffic, similarly as in Fig. 1 .
For the distances larger than , the direct traffic significantly drops. Note that the majority of the direct traffic consists of the traffic needed to support the disconnected nodes and subtrees [those that have no direct relay connection to the base station as illustrated in Fig. 4(b) ]. The remaining direct traffic is used to support the relay traffic, and it is significantly smaller than the goodput, as predicted in Section III. Fig. 6 (c) depicts the average density of queued packets. We see that due to the back-pressure nature of scheduling, the queue sizes strictly decrease with the distance from the base station. Furthermore, queuing information is conveniently used by the BS scheduler to discover where the direct traffic should reinforce the relay traffic to keep the queue density curve decreasing. Fig. 5(b) depicts the cell's capacity as a function of cell size and the routing and scheduling policy, and Fig. 5(c) gives a relative performance of our policy over the relay-only one in WLAN and WPAN cases. We see that, although a practical routing and scheduling policies are far from optimal (due to suboptimal scheduling and some nodes not being connected through relays), they still significantly improve the capacity offered by the direct policy and by the relay-only policy (that uses only a single frequency). In particular, for the case of WLAN and WPAN relay networks, the performance can be almost doubled by using our distributed routing and scheduling policy as opposed to both the direct and the relay-only policies. Although our policy is not directly comparable to [6] and [7] (they use a single frequency for both relays and direct links), we demonstrate that the policy we propose performs significantly better than a naive implementation of the existing single-channel policies on WLAN/WPAN relays.
We also note that there is a discrepancy between the results obtained by the model [Fig. 5(a) ] and by the simulations [ Fig. 5(b) ]. This is due to the node density used in the simulations. Although simulating 250 nodes per square kilometer is at the limit of what we can simulate, it is still far from a saturated network (e.g., a city center of an average town has much higher density).
Small node density limits the amount of spatial reuse in the system. The model from Section III predicts fully saturated network, hence the optimal spatial reuse. If a possibility for spatial reuse decreases, the total capacity drops sharply, as observed in Fig. 5(b) .
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have derived an approximately optimal relay (routing and scheduling) policy that maximizes the cell capacity using fixed transmission power. We have shown that it is approximately optimal for relays to use links that maximize the transport capacity. We have also shown that in many cases, a node should receive traffic both from the base station and from a relay, unlike in relay policies proposed by other authors. We have presented a simple algorithm for calculating an upper-bound cell capacity (assuming high node density, no fading, and the optimal scheduling). Using this bound, we have shown that the cell capacity with relays stays constant with the cell size, as opposed to the capacity of a cell without relays that rapidly decreases with the cell size. We have derived simple distributed routing and scheduling algorithms based on the findings above. Using extensive simulations, we have shown that our optimal strategy largely outperforms other strategies that use direct links only to the nearest node, as proposed in the literature. In future work, we plan to consider the impact of a bound on a maximum number of relay hops (e.g., due to delay constraints) and possible inefficiencies of a real schedule on the cell capacity. We also intend to evaluate our algorithm on lightly loaded cells.
